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Introduction

Something very important is wrong with a judicial acceptance of the modern paradigm of “Indian title of Occupancy” as a passive title rather than a proprietary title under the land tenure system of the United States. This article is an attempt to isolate the error inherent in the modern paradigm and to analyze its relationship to the doctrinal foundations formulated in the seminal cases that grappled with the complex issue of Indian title. In order to understand the modern quandary surrounding “Indian title of Occupancy” and to challenge the validity of the modern paradigm the Supreme Court has formulated, it will be necessary to first briefly remind the legal profession of the nature and utility of land tenure systems; second, to examine the doctrinal origins of Indian title in the classic decisions of the Marshall Court in the early nineteenth century; third, to explore the subsequent conceptualization riddle that plagued “Indian title” following the Marshall Court, creating the modern paradigm in a shift of judicial thought; and finally, to conclude with a statement of the resulting modern predicament concerning tribal tenure and dominion in American law.

While the federal courts have continually restated their commitment to respect Indian title, it is submitted that the court’s concept of Indian title has slowly but perceptibly changed from its original concept as established in the Marshall Court. The modern paradigm of Indian title, the result of a sudden shift from the original precedent, nevertheless appears to be established under the authority of the classic cases. In actuality, however, the modern vision of Indian title took shape in the misty propositions of legal commentators attempting to coalesce the classic doctrine of Indian title into the structure of federal land law, rather than in any conceptual fidelity to the classic doctrines. The quest for a unified theory of federal title undermined the actual holdings of Indian title in the seminal cases before the Supreme Court. It destroyed the inherent political, economic, and legal justification for Indian title and deprived the Indian tribes of their economic wealth and their dreams for a better future. Simplicity of explanation dominated conceptual fidelity.
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The modern paradigm of Indian title within the field of federal Indian law is, therefore, not only substantially different in its premises from the understanding of the Marshall Court, but also contains a latent potential for ruin of tribal self-determination and economic development. The severity of this fact situation demands reappraisal. Such reappraisal requires some criteria against which the present paradigm can be measured, a standard by which to understand its validity as a legal paradigm.

The classic cases of the Marshall Court are a standard. Because of the importance of precedent in the development of a land tenure system within the United States, these cases stand not just as a point of departure, but specifically as a source of judicial dependence for all federal courts. The doctrines inherent in these decisions were importantly prospective rather than retrospective. They were conceptual tools to aid the courts in choosing among various plausible grounds of decision; attempts to anticipate the future relevance of tribal property to the Indians and the federal government, and to create security in land ownership under the Federal Constitution. Hence, the seminal cases are the best criteria by which to measure the validity and legitimacy of the modern paradigm of Indian title. Indeed, the extrication of the insights of the classic cases is a crucial task.

In an initial attempt to correct one of the historical errors embedded in the doctrine of "Indian title of Occupancy," the term "tribal title" will be used equally and interchangeably. The modification of "Indian title" is more than quibbling over semantics. It is an attempt to isolate and remove the recurrent bias in the American legal system for individual ownership and against tribal ownership. While the growing concept of corporate ownership of property remains unquestioned in the judicial mind, the similar concept of tribal ownership has somehow remained questionable and subject to much judicial suspicion.

This bias is an unacceptable response in the American legal system, which has proclaimed consistently its commitment to being not only general and autonomous but also public and positive. In a substantive sense, this commitment toward autonomy and generality is translated into the premise that the paradigms formulated and enforced by the separate entities comprising the legal system cannot be persuasively analyzed as mere restatements of any identifiable set of nonlegal beliefs or norms, be they economic, political, or religious. The present connotations of Indian title seemingly give rise to private or exclusive individual Indian ownership of land, rather than to tribal ownership. The classic cases, however, referred to territory held under tribal
ownership. While a transformation from tribal ownership to individual ownership did occur in the Court during the allotment period of federal Indian policy, the allotment policy has been repealed by Congress and the emphasis has been on rebuilding the tribal domain rather than allowing fragmented individual estates to continue.

The current policy of Congress values rebuilding the tribal domain and self-determination as of the highest priority. In light of this statutory command, the inferences of individual Indian title inherent in "Indian title of Occupancy" are unwarranted and create false expectation interests within the tribal domain. Tribal citizens have extremely limited rights to land within a tribal reservation. For example, an Indian cannot sell his land or interest to another if it belongs to the tribe. Hence, it is not analytically acceptable to continue to use the term "Indian title" when in legal theory and effect "tribal title" is the meaning being conveyed.

In contrast to the abstract commitment of the courts to the tribal title of occupancy, they have so far totally failed to provide any relevant, concrete, or analytical conceptualization of that phrase to the tribes or to their legal advocates. Similarly, social science studies to date have failed to provide a clear reconstruction of tribal title in the past, or a model for the present or the future. Instead, the entire test of tribal title has been established in terms of land acquisition policies, rather than in land tenure conceptualization in legal or social theory. The courts have been more concerned about whether the tribes can lay claim to aboriginal ownership because of a failure of the federal government to purchase or consensually extinguish title to such land, rather than being concerned with developing descriptive or analytical principles to explain why such federal extinguishment is important. The traditional test of tribal title was absence of proof of extinguishment of tribal title in the statutory manner to the federal government; the tribes held titles just as "sacred" as the right of the federal government to acquire the fee to such land by purchasing it from the tribes. In spite of the continual restatement of such eulogisms, another test has been asserted which holds that some aboriginal title is unrecognized and therefore not a property right within the meaning of the fifth amendment of the Constitution. Unrecognized aboriginal title is merely a right of occupancy at the will of the federal government. It is this transformation which is at the heart of the modern paradigm, and the issue this article seeks to resolve by comparison with the classic paradigm cases of tribal title.
1. Land Tenure System in the Legal Theory of the Modern Liberal State

To understand the significance of the transition of the "sacred" nature of tribal title to a "naked possession," a review of the basic intersection between legal history, economics, and the theory of land tenure is necessary. One of the implicit assumptions of modern property law in the United States is that all title within its boundaries is under either federal or state tenurial systems of land. Indian title under this assumption is translated as neither a land tenure system nor a source of title under the American tenurial system of property law. Based on the influence of these assumptions, the modern paradigm of tribal title has established its major premise in the law. This is a sharp break with the legal history of property in the United States, as well as the theories of land tenure systems in the liberal state.

In the history of the development of federal land tenure systems, the contemporary premise of the unity of federal land tenure was not a major premise. Rather, it was a realizable goal inherent in the policies of the federal government, but subject to the task of developing a doctrine that recognized the tribal title in more than a trivial fashion while affirming it as a source of federal title in a manner acceptable to the tribes and the citizenry of the United States.

The quest toward fairly and justly extinguishing tribal title is the inherent spirit and unity of the classic cases of federal Indian law. The resolution of the problem of tribal title which could be conveyed to the federal government to create a federal land tenure system forced the Supreme Court to discover the relationship between tribal tenure and sovereignty and the European sovereigns' peripheral claims in North America. In the classic paradigm, the doctrine was announced that tribal title was the sole source of title which perfected the European entitlements under the doctrine of discovery. Extinguishing tribal title, the classic paradigm held, was a monopoly of the federal government in terms of the Constitution. It was a necessary prerequisite to establishing federal title, which could then be distributed by Congress to the citizens of the United States. It was the ultimate concern of the new constitutional government in the nineteenth century. It was measured in terms of probability rather than inevitability.

The modern paradigm stands in stark contrast to the classic
paradigm. Tribal title in the modern paradigm has been stripped of an inference of being a potential or historical source of title.\textsuperscript{20} Yet, at the same time, the paradigm of law also holds that the right of tribal occupancy must be released or otherwise extinguished if federal title is to be clear of any encumbrances.\textsuperscript{21} These conflicting positions of the modern paradigm are the manifestation of a perplexing but inevitable paradox of tribal tenure in the land tenure system of the United States. The persistent inability of the legal system to resolve this paradox of tribal title demands a reconsideration of the theory of land tenure in the modern liberal state and of its incoherence in relation to aboriginal tribal tenures.

The existence of the paradox has been obstructed by the relationship between the modern property paradigm's view of itself, as expressed in the premises of the paradigm, and the historical truth of the establishing of the federal land tenure system. Professor Powell noted the source of this obstruction in his treatise, \textit{The Law of Real Property}. He stated that when many judges consider the present applicable rules of real property, there sometimes exists an ill-concealed contempt for "history," which he considers unsound.\textsuperscript{22} Powell commented on this insight by stating:

\begin{quote}
Social institutions are as much a product of the past as geologic formations or the human mechanism. It is not possible to acquire a fully intelligible picture of the present without some considerable attention to how things come to be as they are. Such knowledge is necessary even for the person most dissatisfied with what he finds in the existent law. Sound reform requires an understanding of the reasons and processes which brought into being that which is to be reformed.\textsuperscript{23}
\end{quote}

This antihistorical trend complicates the attempt to define and resolve the paradox of the aboriginal tribal territory's relationship to the sources of the federal tenurial system. The elucidation of the link between aboriginal tribal territory and the legal theory of land tenure and title in the modern liberal state becomes central to unraveling the paradox. Such elucidation is both conceptual and historical.

In theory, the land tenure systems developed by the territorial sovereign are based on the insight that in its essence, a land tenure system refers to the relationship among men and things in the world. There are two complementary ways to approach this issue. The first treats land tenure, or the conceptual system of property,
as a problem of the evolution of social consciousness; the second, as a manifestation of a legitimate legal sovereignty. Viewed separately, the two explanations are inadequate and misleading. Taken together, they compensate for each other’s deficiencies, and forge a theory of a land tenure system which is both the psychological and legal foundation for all estates or interests in scarce resources within a defined boundary of a political society.

A conceptual system of distribution of property within any society is an abstract and instrumental idea (or instinct), or alternatively, an elaborate social institution common to all societies. But it is not actuality. A land tenure system is conceptual and does not exist in the same sense that people exist in reality, but rather refers to the invisible social and cultural bonds that exist in the spaces between humans and material objects and which regulate their interrelationships. From this standpoint, a land tenure system is a conceptual way of “seeing” particular relationships among men in society, which are devised, developed, and practiced in social-economic life, but nevertheless exist as independent phenomena which are being structured.

All land tenure originates in some folk or cultural norms for regulating the holding of land between individuals in any given society. At a subsequent date these folk concepts are conceptually solemnized and formalized in law by either the legitimate legal sovereign or the common law process of the courts. Ownership theory springs from this formalized process, but remains relative to the folk notions. Its precise meaning is different in every culture, varying according to custom, tradition, and the relative social status of those who enjoy its privileges. A prime example of this relative notion is the “estate” concept of Anglo-American land tenure systems. While the estate notion seems conceptually natural to the English and American legal professions, it must be pointed out that the notion is not replicated in any other land tenure system in the world.

Because of the relativity of the concept of land tenure, the structuring of the distribution of property within any society has been intimately linked to the exercise of legitimate political power and, to a lesser extent, to economic reality. “Property and law are born together and die together,” commented Jeremy Bentham on the relationship between man and property in civil society. “Before laws were made there was not property; take away the law and property ceases.” This is not a theory of the origins of property, but rather a statement that property exists merely in the contemplation of legal theory. This relation is particularly true in the modern liberal state.
Law in the modern liberal state is the creation of an autonomous and general legal system composed of private parties, a legitimate legal sovereignty and its administrative agencies, and an independent judiciary. The legitimate legal sovereignty exists solely for the purpose of preventing the conflicts of the private parties from taking a disastrous tailspin into civil war. Because property is a fundamental expectation of social man but also a scarce resource in most societies, the territorial sovereign must create certain legal forms to distribute the scarce resources among the members of its society.

The source of authority of the territorial sovereign resides in the social compact: men band together and create a liberal state by their own volitional allegiance in order to create a certain amount of stability in society. The social compact concept also justifies the coercion of individuals by the state to overcome the competition for scarce goods, which is seen as a fundamental fact of social life and a product of either the inherent insatiability of human desires or the perverse structure of social life. To accomplish this social objective, the liberal state achieves its end by imposing a compromise on all citizens, in their struggle to maximize their share of the scarce satisfactions, by intervention into the market transactions to stabilize it.

The intervention of the state in relation to property is the establishment of a land tenure system. The government, as a legitimate legal sovereignty, creates legal rights among the citizens within its boundaries by establishing a land tenure system supposedly based on the social expectations of the citizenry, and is an acceptable compromise between disorder and stability within the society. A land tenure system of real property, then, becomes both the manifestation of a legal system based on folk notions of the society and the cause for the creation of that particular legal system. In either event, an interest in property remains conceptual in its essence but concrete in application.

Tenurial systems of land, then, function by translating those cultural assumptions in society into the systematized prediction that is called law. All estates in land within the boundaries of a territorial sovereign reflect a socially acceptable and recognized distributational compromise and preference scheme in the modern liberal state. As a result, a dualism is created: not only are the rights in land the specific manifestation of the relations between the will of the citizenry, a democratic legislature, and an independent judiciary, but also the rights in the land are subject to distribution and adjustment by the legitimate institutions of government, and enforceable as long as the governmental action is
in conformity with the delegations of power granted in the Constitution, within the boundaries of the constitutional territory, and within the public interest.

A legal sovereign can transfer land to private parties or to corporations, therefore, only to the extent that the land is within its territorial boundaries, that is, within the limit of its authority and its land tenure system. Such transfers, however, are always conditional. The conditions of the transfer are relational to the purposes of civil government. The territorial sovereign always reserves some specific conditions: the right to tax, the right to condemn, the right to exercise police power. Other conditions are implied: the right to control land use and distribution through its spending power, and the right of escheat."

The key to a land tenure system is a legitimate legal sovereign, representing the citizenry, and a judiciary system, which is in charge of applying the will of the citizenry or the sovereign. When the United States of America came into political existence, it had neither a legitimate legal sovereign nor a defined citizenry nor any ownership of land. The creation of an artificial legal sovereign (the Constitution), based on the volitional consent of the states and their citizenry, created a citizenry under the Constitution." The problem of owning land and establishing a land tenure system was unresolved, but nevertheless allocated to the federal government." To acquire land, the federal government had to negotiate with the aboriginal sovereigns of America—the Indian tribes. This quickly became the most complex and important issue of the nineteenth century: How should a democratic nation extinguish tribal title under the authority of sovereign tribes of Indians? To establish relations between tribes and their property, the Supreme Court struggled in the world of conceptual thought, which the ordinary citizen was hardly conscious of, and which, moreover, the modern paradigm of tribal title fails to understand because the land tenure system it takes for granted now was itself invisible to the legal profession at the beginning of the nineteenth century and its operations abstruse. It was a mere cobweb of invisible filaments the Court would call "Indian title of Occupancy," which forged a conceptual relationship among the interrelations of two sovereign nations primarily in the western legal mind.

II. The Classic Paradigm of Tribal Dominion and Title

The question of tribal title was and still remains an issue of political and legal theory. It was a threshold question that ac-
accompanied the discovery of the New World by the European and Iberian kingdoms. While it is possible to describe the debate on the conceptual level as a collision between opposing “world views,” it is best to illustrate that the fact situation of the New World confronted the intricate framework of the Aristotelian paradigm, and created in the process the fundamental ideology of the modern liberal state. The pivot of the controversy in relation to property theory was how could the non-Indian kingdoms acquire “title” in the New World. It was a question that not only created theory; it modified theory as answers were proposed and as the questions were discussed.

Believing that all men were created in the image of God, and that they were naturally social beings, it is hardly surprising that theoreticians made considerable efforts to integrate the Indians and their property into the framework of Christianized Aristotelianism and a divinely instituted ontological hierarchy. With the growing separation of church and state, however, this Christian version merely became theoretical insights established by the Church. The seventeenth-century social contract theorists, rejecting the Church, created an alternative to the Aristotelian paradigm in terms of property acquisition, which was built on the anomalous evidence of the Indians in the New World. The various responses to the nature of tribal title were often the speculative biases of interested parties, instead of concrete methods of tracing the complex scheme of titles, claims, privileges, and obligations, but they formed a constellation of theories that the newly instituted Supreme Court of the United States of America could select to make the law of the land. It was a period of formation of a national doctrine of land tenure in accordance with the tenets of human freedom and potentiality. It is necessary, then, to elucidate the resulting paradigm of tribal title which emerged from the Marshall Court.

Fletcher v. Peck

The Supreme Court first addressed the issue of tribal title in 1810 in the case of *Fletcher v. Peck*. In order to resolve the conflict concerning the status of tribal title, and possession and alleged ownership of the land by both the federal and state governments, the Court established a divergent theoretical framework which would haunt subsequent courts in their attempts to understand the nature of tribal title. The key issue presented in the case, in relationship to tribal title, was whether the disputed territory
was within the boundaries of either the United States or the state of Georgia, even though it was in the actual possession of the Indian tribes concerned.

The majority decision of the Court, authored by Chief Justice Marshall, held that the land was within the boundaries of the state of Georgia. As far as tribal title and possession were concerned, he avoided the issue by holding that such was to be respected by all courts until legitimately extinguished. Until such time as tribal title might be legitimately extinguished, it was not absolutely repugnant to seisin in fee on the part of Georgia. He stated for the majority:

It was doubted, whether the state can be seised in fee of lands, subject to Indian title, and whether such a decision that they were seised in fee might not be construed to amount to a decision that their grantee might maintain an ejectment for them, notwithstanding that title. The majority of the court is of the opinion, that the nature of Indian title, which is certainly to be respected by all courts, until it be legitimately extinguished is not such as to be absolutely repugnant to seisin in fee on the part of the state. 3

A different conclusion of law, however, was arrived at by Justice Johnson’s dissenting opinion. Justice Johnson, in contrast to Marshall, determined that the Indian nations held the land as fee simple absolute proprietors; the interest of the state of Georgia was a preemptive interest which had already been ceded to the federal government. The Indian nations had a higher title, according to Justice Johnson, than either the state or the federal government. 4

Both of these decisions are more important for the arguments they reject than for the arguments they explain. Arguing for the land companies and Mr. Peck, both Joseph Story and John Quincy Adams strongly asserted the theoretical proposition that while the Indian tribes were independent nations, they “had no idea of property in the soil.” These powerful attorneys in the development of American law admitted the political sovereignty of the tribes, but proposed to the Court that in terms of property rights—if any—the Indians had a “mere occupancy for the purpose of hunting.” 5 They also argued that such occupancy “was not like our tenures,” but rather “a right regulated by treaties, not by deeds of conveyances,” and that treaties were the “effects of conquest.” 5

In response to these arguments, both the majority and dissen-
ting opinions rejected the land companies’ theories concerning the nature of tribal title. Both opinions clearly held that tribal title existed as a recognizable and protectable property right, but divergent explanations were offered as to the source of the property right. The crucial difference between these divergent explanations in the two opinions can be resolved by land tenure theory. Chief Justice Marshall, writing for the majority of the Court, attempted to establish tribal title as a system of tenurial rights distinct from the Anglo-American tenurial system. On the other side, Justice Johnson attempted to create a unitarian doctrine of federal title, under which the Indian tribes had a “fee-simple absolute title” under a federal tenurial system of land.

The majority of the Court failed to elaborate on the precise nature of tribal title. The Court avoided the issue by holding that it was a distinct form of property rights which “is not such as to be absolutely repugnant to a seisin in fee on the part of the state.” This explanation was insufficient to Justice Johnson. He disagreed that tribal title was not absolutely repugnant to seisin in fee of Georgia. The Court was asked whether the state of Georgia was legally seised in fee of the soil, subject only to the extinguishment of part of the Indian title. “[O]f an estate in fee simple in the lands in question, subject to another estate [in the Indian tribes],” Johnson noted, “we know not what nor whether it may not swallow up the whole estate decided to exist in Georgia . . . .” The question is,” stated Johnson, as he came to the ultimate conflict in the case, “whether it can be correctly predicated of the interest or estate which the State of Georgia had in these lands ‘that the state was seized, thereof, in fee simple.’”

Noting but not commenting on the relationship between property rights and political sovereignty, Johnson’s answer to the question was partially dependent upon the political status of the Indians involved in the fact situation. In the present case, the Court was dealing with Indian nations, which, Johnson concluded, had “limited sovereignty and the absolute proprietorship of their soil.” Even though pronounced a limited sovereignty, the treaties acknowledged the Indian nations as an independent people. While it was noted by Justice Johnson that the national government can both “legislate upon the conduct of strangers or citizens within their limits” and restrain “all strangers from encroaching upon their territory,” this legislation (he held) does not limit their independence. This congressional legislation limits not the tribes or nations, but rather citizens and subjects of the United States. Hence, despite the label of “limited sovereignty,” Justice Johnson
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believed the nations and tribes indeed to be separate nations as illustrated by the treaties signed with them by the federal government.

"Can, then, one nation be said to be seized in lands, the rights of soil of which is in another nation?" asked Justice Johnson. "All the restriction upon the right of soil in the Indian amounts only to an exclusion of all competitors from their market," he answered, and concluded that "the limitation upon their sovereignty amounts to the rights [if agreed upon in the treaties with the national government] to governing every person within their [territorial] limits except themselves [as a foreign nation in America]."

The tribal interest in the land was characterized as "absolute proprietors" and "possessory" by Justice Johnson, while the interest of the state of Georgia was a "mere possibility" or "preemption" and the ceded interest to the federal government was considered as a future interest upon extinguishment of the absolute tribal title. The method of extinguishment of tribal title by the national government was fully established: "the uniform practice of acknowledging their rights of soil, but purchases from them."

Returning to the ultimate conflict in the case, Justice Johnson pointed out that "if the interest of Georgia was nothing more than a pre-emptive right, how could that [right] be called a fee simple?" A fee simple estate under the federal and state land tenure systems had no restrictions, but rather might last forever. It is the absolute ownership insofar as an individual has an interest in the land under the American tenurial system. It is not qualified or subject to any contingency to vest absolute ownership. A preemptive ownership in American tenurial law stood in contrast to a fee simple estate. It was merely a right of first acceptance or refusal if the owner of a fee simple land places it on the market. It is contingent upon the motivation and desires of the fee simple owners. "How could [a preemptive right] be called a fee-simple," pleaded a dismayed Justice Johnson, "when the interest in the State of Georgia [under Anglo-American law] was nothing more than a power to acquire a fee-simple by purchase, when the [tribal] proprietary should be pleased to sell?" A fee simple estate may be held in reversion, Johnson noted, "but our law will not admit the idea of its being limited after a fee-simple."

It was conceptually impossible for Georgia to have a fee simple interest in the land under Anglo-American law. This was the thrust of Johnson's analytical opinion. With clear and exceptional logic, Justice Johnson established that if the land were under the possession and control of a sovereign Indian nation or tribe under
the Anglo-American land tenure system, that interest was fee simple in nature. Unfortunately, Johnson had misperceived the arguments of Chief Justice Marshall in the majority opinion, but had nevertheless cast the riddle of tribal title which would continue to haunt later courts. The majority opinion had not attempted to incorporate tribal title into the land tenure system of the federal or state governments. On the contrary, it had suggested that the tribal tenurial system was compatible with other American tenurial systems until the tribal title was extinguished, presumably by statutory purchase. Until such time, however, the courts were bound to respect tribal title as an equally valid and legitimate title to either federal or state systems.

This difference between Justice Johnson’s opinion and that of the majority opinion turned on whether tribal title was viewed as within or equal but separate to the American tenurial system of land. Both the logic and the reasons given in Johnson’s opinion would be extremely valid if tribal title was placed totally under federal land tenure, i.e., the tribal title would be a fee simple title. But the majority decision strongly implied that the legal recognition of tribal title was neither dependent upon nor within the land tenure of the United States. The tribes were independent nations with a distinct land tenure system which was to continue separate from American land tenure systems until extinguished.

Johnson & Graham’s Lessee v. M’Intosh

The Supreme Court affirmed its holding in Fletcher v. Peck in 1823 in the case of Johnson & Graham’s Lessee v. M’Intosh. It clearly established that tribal title was a distinct pattern of land tenure right not derived from the common law, but merely recognized and respected as a tenure system by federal law until purchased by the federal government. In this unanimous opinion the Court elaborated at length on the source of the exclusive entitlement vested in the federal government to extinguish tribal title, clarified the compatible nature of tribal title with federal title, and further explained the effect of a treaty conveyance on the holders under tribal title, both tribal and non-Indian.

The central issues presented in M’Intosh are difficult to isolate because of the tumbling logic of the opinion. It did, however, resume the translegal conflict of land of Fletcher in relation to a conflict between non-Indian purchasers of tribal title and holders of a federal patent. This fact situation, unfortunately, was not conducive to a clarification of the effects of a translegal issue, but
it did provide a forum for the Court to establish its entitlement theory under discovery. Still, the contextual configuration was only indirectly concerned with tribal title because it centered its substantive discussions on the rights of non-Indian purchasers under tribal title. The fact configuration necessarily limits the holding of the case in terms of the rights of tribal members to land under tribal title because neither of the parties were tribal members, nor did they directly represent any recognizable tribal interest that was distinct from advocacy of their position.

The involved parties in the fact situation were third party lessees of non-Indians who claimed divergent sources of ownership. On the one side were the lessees of the purchaser claiming title directly from the Indian tribe, and on the other side was a holder of a federal patent which derived from a treaty conveyance from the same tribes to the federal government but at a subsequent date. Thus, the holding of the case did not concern aboriginal title, but rather the validity of a federal patent issued under an unrestricted treaty conveyance against an antecedent purchase by individuals directly from tribes. The central issue was transferable interests that derived from tribal title. Specifically, it was the validity of an antecedent grant of land by the tribes to English subjects and a later tribal conveyance by an unrestricted treaty of the same land to the federal government.

On this issue the Court held that the title exhibited by the non-Indian purchasers of Indian title was not sufficient to be sustained in a federal court. The exact reason was not clearly stated on why the title would not be sustained, but the reasoning appeared to surround the subsequent unrestricted treaty conveyance of the land to the federal government. There were, however, other issues the Court had to address in the process of writing the opinion.

The first issue was whether tribal title could be recognized in the courts of the United States. Another logically related issue was whether the tribes had the power to give, and private individuals to receive, a title that could be sustained in the courts of this country. The Court affirmed both these issues.

In attempting to deal with the validity of tribal title and the issue of whether it could be given to an individual, the Court resorted to the land tenure theory. This strategem is obvious where the Court applied a mixed form of law to resolve these issues. The first form of law was the principles of abstract justice which regulate the rights of civilized nations; the second form was those principles "which our own government has adopted in the particular case and given us as the rule of decision." The resort to
both international and domestic law reflects and argues for the proposition that legal recognition of tribal title was under a tribal tenurial system and did not depend on its conformity to federal tenure systems. This proposition also reflected the Court's concept of the land tenure theory, i.e., "the right of society to prescribe those rules by which property may be acquired and preserved" is "a function of the law of the nations in which they lie" in "the rights of civilized nations." This position probably was taken by the Court in order to distinguish this decision from the unity of federal title theory raised in the dissenting opinion of Justice Johnson in *Fletcher v. Peck*.

In the absence of a jurisdictional statement, and in light of the Court's failure to elaborate on the reasons why it refused to sustain the plaintiff's estate, which was purchased from the tribes, it is interesting to note that the Court explicitly recognized that "title to lands" was dependent entirely on the law of the nation in which the land was situated. Also, it is interesting that the Court acknowledged the "authority" of the tribal chiefs to grant title to private individuals under tribal law, i.e., "[a]s far as it could be given by their own people." The only theory, then, which could invalidate the private individual's title was a subsequent unrestricted treaty between the tribe and the United States. In short, the treaty conveyance was an exercise of eminent domain by the tribe and abolished all rights held under tribal law which were not reserved in the treaty.

The Court also acknowledged that the particular tribes were in "rightful possession" of the land they conveyed to the individuals. With the holding that the tribes had actual possession to the land in question, and that it had the authority to grant an estate under the tribal tenurial system to both private individuals and to governments, the Court clearly and without qualification established and recognized a tribal tenurial system that was distinct from federal and state tenurial systems. It also recognized tribal law as regulating the estates under that tribal tenurial system.

In sum, on the issue present for resolution in *M'Intosh*, tribal land tenure was held to exist as a legitimate land tenure system; the land tenure system was recognized by federal law and remained separate but compatible with other land tenure systems under federal law until extinguished. The only remaining issue was to explain the federal authority for entering an unrestricted treaty that could abolish the individual titles under the tribal land tenure system.
In contrast to the quick resolution of the arguments on tribal land tenure, the Court spent an extravagant amount of time in establishing the principle that the ultimate title to land within the United States was held by the federal government as the successor-in-interest to the discovery by England. This response was undoubtedly an attempt to modify the position the majority opinion had taken in *Fletcher v. Peck*, to the effect that the state did own the tribal land, rather than the federal government. This conclusion was undiscussed in the opinion, however.

In *M'Intosh*, the Court established the principle that discovery created an entitlement in the discovered nations to extinguish tribal title. Discovery did not convey or vest a perfect title, as too often is alleged, but rather it merely was evidence of an entitlement to extinguish tribal title. In fact, the Court treated discovery as more an evidentiary principle in international law than a substantive principle of international law. It was clearly aware that discovery did not vest property rights in the discovering nation, but rather had a terminological problem of describing the interest the discovering nation possessed. Justice Johnson in *Fletcher* labeled it a preemptive right in terms of the potential interest of the state, but the Court in *M'Intosh* merely called it a "title." In legal effect, discovery created a potential interest consensual among the European nations and created a monopoly to extinguish tribal title and possession. This title is an "inchoate title," or rather an "evanescent entitlement" to extinguish tribal title. Inherent in the conceptualization of discovery was a theory which validated tribal property.

The relationship between land tenure theory and the notion of discovery resided in the derivation of discovery as a principle. It was consensual among all the European nations. That is to say, it was a principle all European nations or kingdoms "acknowledged as the law by which the right of acquisition [of land in the New World] should be regulated as between themselves." As a European principle it could limit competition among those nations for land, but it could not perfect their titles without extinguishing tribal title.

Discovery, then, was a distributional preference by which the Europeans agreed to divide up entitlements to acquire tribal lands. It was based on the time of the first discovery of the new continent. It was, in essence, a labor theory of distributional preferences creating a consensual entitlement. All property laws within a land tenure system reflect such distributional preferences in society, and in this regard discovery is no different.
Discovery gave a "title," Chief Justice Marshall wrote in M'Intosh, "to the government by whose subjects, or by whose authority, it was made, against all other European governments, which title might be consummated by possession." Again, it should be stressed that "title" is used as a perfectable entitlement rather than an already perfect title. It was a distributional preference the European nations consensually agreed upon as they rejected the previous papal distributional preference to the territory of the New World based on the propagation of Christianity to the natives.

The principle of discovery did not negate tribal title; on the contrary, it recognized and validated tribal title. "In the establishment of these relations," native inhabitants were admitted by the Court "to be the rightful occupants of the soil, with a legal as well as a just claim to retaining possession of it." More important, the Court held that the tribes had a right to "regulate" the relations with the holder of the entitlement under the principle of discovery.

Under the principle of discovery, the tribes had a right to possess the land and to prescribe the rules by which tribal land could be acquired or preserved. The limitation of discovery on tribal title lay in the free marketability of the land to whomever the tribes might determine had offered the best price. This limitation was not a limitation of tribal title because the tribe could withhold its land from the holder of an entitlement to purchase, but rather a limitation inherent in the consensual agreement of the other European nations not to intervene. The limitation was based on an external, consensual agreement, and was not a limitation on the internal nature of tribal title. Yet, from the European perspective, it seemingly limited the sovereignty of the tribe. The tribal "rights to complete sovereignty, as independent nations," the Court stated, "were necessarily diminished, and their power to dispose of the soil at their own will, to whomsoever they pleased was denied by the original fundamental principle that discovery gave exclusive title to those who made it."

The statement that discovery limited tribal sovereignty more than it did the European sovereigns who consented to the creation of the principle limiting their potential acquisition of tribal title in America is a problematic conclusion. The conclusion breaks down to a question of whether the right to reserve or to dispose of property is more inherently an attribute of sovereignty than the rights which constrict the potential acquisition of property. At any rate, the question is strictly a historical dilemma of feudal thought.
because in modern political theory "sovereignty" has been transformed into the consent of the governed rather than with any dependent incidents of land tenure. One should also be reminded that the phrase "exclusive title" is merely descriptive of a consensual entitlement to acquire tribal title without interference from other European nations.

The Court examined two ways of perfecting the entitlement granted by discovery: conquest and purchase. In the context of the fact situation, the Court validated purchase theory rather than any conquest theory. The holding of the Court decision was that purchase from an Indian tribe created an estate under the tribal tenure system, which estate could be abolished in a treaty conveyance between the tribe and the federal government unless reserved in the treaty. This relationship between conquest and purchase was best summed up later by Felix Cohen in "Original Indian Title", in which he stated: "Notwithstanding the prevailing mythology, the historical fact is that practically all of the real estate acquired by the United States since 1776 was purchased not from Napoleon or any other emperor or czar but from its original Indian owners."

Much of the confusion of the mythology of conquest as a manner of perfecting the governmental entitlement was created in later cases which cite M'Intosh for a conquest theory the case did not in fact establish. This confusion revolves around the statement of Marshall that the entitlements of Great Britain were held "by the sword," as well as around a later statement that the American courts cannot question the validity of that title or sustain one that is incompatible with it. This confusion is unnecessary, because the conquests to which the Court refers were not directed against the Indian tribes of America, but rather against other European nations attempting to encroach upon the distributional preferences of Great Britain under the discovery principle. These transgressions, however, were resolved by warfare in Europe, for the most part, or in European treaty conferences.

The M'Intosh decision did not validate the European concept of conquest. It merely noted the potentiality of the conquest theory in law.

However extravagant the pretension of converting the discovery of an inhabited country into conquest may appear; if the principle has been asserted in the first instance, and afterwards sustained; if a country has been acquired and held under it; if the property of the great mass of the community originates in it, it becomes the law of the land, and cannot be
questioned.... However this restriction may be opposed to natural right, and to the usages of civilized nations, yet, if it be indispensable to that system under which the country has been settled, and be adapted to the actual condition of the two people, it may, perhaps, be supported by reason, and certainly cannot be rejected by courts of justice.

Fortunately for the Indian tribes, the Court refused to establish such a theory, but rather referred to the "new and different rule" of *Fletcher v. Peck*, which was better adapted to the actual condition, where the Court rejected similar arguments. The Court summed up *Fletcher* by stating:

This opinion conforms precisely to the principle which has been supposed to be recognised by all European governments, from the first settlement of America. The absolute ultimate title has been considered as acquired by discovery, subject only to the Indian title of occupancey, which title the discoverers possessed the exclusive right of acquiring. Such a right is no more incompatible with a seisin in fee, than a lease for years, and might as effectually bar an ejectment.

That Indian tribes may grant their land to anyone is without question, but the purchasers acquire a right only under tribal land tenure—not under American land tenure. The purchasers of land under tribal tenurial principles are immune to neither the exercise of the powers of sovereignty by the tribe nor to shifts in tribal land law. In response to the argument that only the British Crown could convey title to land in America, the Court stated:

If an individual might extinguish the Indian title for his own benefit, or, in other words, might purchase it, still he could acquire only that title. Admitting their power to change their laws or usages, so far as to allow an individual to separate a portion of their lands from the common stock, and hold it in severalty, still it is a part of their territory, and is held under them by a title dependent on their laws. The grant derives its efficacy from their will; and, if they choose to resume it, and make a different disposition of the land, the Courts of the United States cannot interpose for the protection of the title.

Under the Court's conceptualization of tribal title, it is separate from the federal title. The tribe may determine the different estates under tribal tenure as the estates are derivative of the tribal will.
"The person who purchases lands from the Indians, within their territory," the Court continued,

incorporates himself with them, so far as respects the property purchased; holds their title under their protection, and subject to their laws. If they annul the grant, we know of no tribunal which can revise and set aside the proceeding. We can perceive no legal principle which will authorize a Court to say, the different consequences are attached to this purchase, because it was made by a stranger. By the treaties concluded between the United States and the Indian nations, whose title the plaintiffs claim, the country comprehending the lands in controversy has been ceded to the United States, without any reservation of their title. . . . Their cession of the country, without a reservation of this land, affords a fair presumption, that they considered it as of no validity. 101

Under the Court's holding, then, the tribes "had an unquestionable right to annul any grant they had made to American citizens," 102 because the tribe as a sovereign government chooses to convey all the lands by treaty to the United States, without reservation of certain estates under the tribal tenurial system. This theory is consistent with the modern police powers of the state, as well as with the eminent domain theory.

The Court's statement is well established authority for the concept of tribal title as well as for a tribal tenurial system. Moreover, the statements are supported by the political theories of the English philosophers James Harrington and John Locke. Both of these political philosophers were among the most popular authors of the revolutionary era, and influenced the powerful revolutionary leaders. 103

James Harrington, in his book Oceana, developed an analysis of the relationship between economics and political power. Political power, he suggested, was determined by the distribution of land in a society. Given a certain distribution of property, Harrington held, a certain normative government tended to emerge. If most of the property was held by a king, an absolute monarchy would emerge; if nobility controlled, then either an aristocracy or a mixed monarchy would emerge; and if people owned most of the land, a popular form of government would emerge. The historical distribution of property determined the governmental form of society, then, in Harrington's estimation; the political society was a mere reflection of socio-economic conditions. 104

John Locke agreed with Harrington on the relationship between
property and political forms, but he differed concerning how a legitimate government was created in civil society. Property, Locke admitted, tends to give power, but he denied that property gives political authority. Consent, not property, was the foundation of legitimate political authority; yet Locke admitted that the chief end of government was the preservation of property. Political society secures and guarantees to the individuals their property and other goods by overcoming the three deficiencies of the state of nature: the lack of peace, safety, and the public good of the people.

Property, Locke offered, was a form by which the consensus that establishes society continued to be operationally manifested. If one dislikes the form of civil society, he is free to leave it, but if one continues to hold property in society, he is assumed to continue to accept society. This operational consensus also gave political sovereigns the right to redistribute the estates and interests of individuals in society for the public good, as well as the right to regulate property by taxation.

These theories of Harrington and Locke are fundamental to any explanation of tribal tenurial systems. If a person purchases tribal title and lives under tribal law and regulation, he “operationally consents” to the will of the tribe. Or in the words of the Court in *M’Intosh*, “[t]he person who purchases lands from the Indian tribes, within their territory, incorporates himself with them, so far as respects the property purchased.”

Justice Smith Thompson (Circuit Court, New York), in the case of *Jackson v. Porter*, restated the holding in *M’Intosh* in 1825, stating that:

A purchaser, from the natives, at all events, could acquire only the Indian title, and must hold under them and according to their laws. The grant must derive its efficacy from their will, and if they choose to resume it and make a different disposition of it, courts cannot protect the right before granted. The purchaser incorporates himself with the Indians, and the purchase is to be considered in the same light as if the grant had been made to an Indian; and might be resumed by the tribe, and granted over again at their pleasure.

Other seminal cases in the classic paradigm all support the principle of the distinct but compatible tribal tenurial system announced in *M’Intosh*, rather than the modern paradigm.
Finally, it should be apparent that the Court recognized tribal tenure systems predicated on tribal sovereignty. It refused to sustain the purchaser's title, primarily on the grounds of the unrestricted treaty conveyance. The mere fact that the Court refused to sustain the non-Indian purchaser's interest did not affect the legality of the tribal tenurial system, tribal sovereignty, nor tribal title. All these tribal attributes were clearly sustained in *M'Intosh*.

**Antecedent Authority of M'Intosh's Tribal Tenure Theory**

The unanimous opinion of the Court in *M'Intosh* was not innovative, but rather the culmination of decisions coming down from the middle of the seventeenth century. If we are to retain the importance of the insights of the Court in *M'Intosh* with a hope of understanding the error of later cases, we might do well to begin where they did: with an interpretation of tribal title as it existed in the jurisprudential consciousness prior to *M'Intosh*.

A comprehension of the doctrinal foundation of the Court's theory of tribal title in *M'Intosh* must commence with the opinion of the Attorney General of the United States in 1821. This opinion, which reflects governmental policy, was designated *Seneca Lands*. The holding of the opinion both supports *M'Intosh* and clarifies some of its implications. The Attorney General, speaking for the federal government on the issue of tribal title, determined:

> So long as a tribe exists and remains in possession of his land, its title and possession are sovereign and exclusive.... Although the Indian title continues only during their possession, yet that possession has been always held sacred, and can never be disturbed but by their consent. They do not hold under the states, nor under the United States; their title is original, sovereign, and exclusive."

Under this conceptualization, the tribal land tenurial system is clearly distinct and separate from the land tenure systems of both the state and federal governments. It is not held under those land tenure systems, nor does it emanate from them. The opinion on this is the governmental counterpart to the judicial holding in *Fletcher v. Peck* and *M'Intosh*.

In the same manner that *Fletcher, Seneca Lands*, and *M'Intosh* establish the doctrinal trinity creating tribal land tenure systems in American law as separate and distinct from the other systems of land tenure, there also exists a congruent trinity in the law of the
British Empire. Central to the British doctrinal trinity is the case of *Mohegan Indians v. Connecticut*, which has been called "the greatest cause ever . . . heard at the [Privy] Council Board." The residual components of the British trinity are the opinions concerning tribal purchase by English subjects for the Crown, and the legitimization of tribal title in the colony of Massachusetts. These controlling authorities clearly establish the doctrine of tribal land tenure consistent with the holding of *M'Intosh*.

The history of the *Mohegan Indians v. Connecticut* case is long and tedious, but can be summarized briefly to illustrate its importance. The case began in 1703 when the Mohegan Tribe petitioned the Queen in Council, alleging that the tribe had been deprived of certain tracts of land which had been reserved to them by treaty with the royal colony of Connecticut. Their attempts to resolve the issue with the colony had failed, so the tribe requested that a Royal Commission adjudicate their land issue. Attorney General Northely determined that the royal charter of Connecticut did not include tribal land, and therefore the Queen could lawfully erect a court within the colony with an appeal to the Queen in Council. The first Royal Commission, in an *ex parte* hearing, held for the Mohegan Tribe in 1705. In a unanimous opinion, the Commission restored the land to the tribe and gave the cost of litigation to the tribe.

The colony appealed this judgment to the Queen in Council on the premise that it had absolute title to the lands through conquest, that the tribe was subservient to the colony, and that the Royal Commission was illegal because a judicial determination of title to land ought rightfully to be decided by jury and not a commission. The arguments of the colony were rejected by the Privy Council, and the propriety of the Royal Commission was upheld. The Committee of the Privy Council held that the status of the Mohegan Tribe was as a sovereign nation which was not subservient to the colony. It also rejected the theory of conquest as a source of absolute title for the colony. However, the Committee did reverse the awarding of the litigation cost to the tribal advocates, and advised that a new commission of review should reexamine this issue.

The second Royal Commission of 1738 was a total failure. It acted as a commission of review, but refused to consider either the judgment of the first Commission or the results of the appeals to the Committee, while reversing the decisions of these tribunals. The tribe appealed the acts of the second Commission to the King in Council because of its irregularities; the Crown agreed with the
tribe's contentions and established the third and last commission of review.\textsuperscript{19}

The Court of Commissioners, as the third Royal Commission called itself, convened in 1743 to rehear the entire issue. It summoned the numerous tenants in possession of the controverted land to defend their titles against the tribal title, but the tenants refused to appear before this Commission. The tenants challenged the jurisdiction of the court to determine individual land titles on the premise that such a court was contrary to the laws of England, of Connecticut, and of the royal charter of the colony. This issue tested the authority of the Crown over individual land titles within the colony, and was a direct challenge to the King and his Privy Council. More importantly, for our purposes, it also presented a regal court with the first opportunity to determine the legal status of Indian tribes within the British Empire.

The argument advanced by the colonists was that the Indians were subjects of Great Britain, and as subjects, the Indians' title must therefore be determined by the laws of either Great Britain or the colony.\textsuperscript{10} The Court of Commissioners rejected this argument. Commissioner Horfmanden, writing for the majority of the Court of Commissioners in 1743, held that:

The Indians, though living amongst the king's subjects in these countries, are a separate and distinct people from them, they are treated with as such, they have a policy of their own, they make peace and war with any nation of Indians, when they think fit, without countroul from the English It is apparent the crown looks upon them not as subjects, but as a distinct people, for they are mentioned as such throughout Queen Anne's and his present majesty's commissions by which we now sit. And it is as plain, in my conception, that the crown looks upon the Indians as having, the property of the soil of these countries; and that their lands are not, by his majesty's grant of particular limits of them for a colony, thereby impropriated in his subject till they have made fair and honest purchases of the natives . . . . So that from hence I draw this consequence, that a matter of property in lands in dispute between the Indians as a distinct people (for no act has been shown whereby they became subjects) and the English subjects, cannot be determined by the law of our land, but by a law equal to both parties, which is the law of nature and nations; and upon this foundation, as I take it, these commissions have most properly issued . . . . And now
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to maintain that the tenants in possession of the land in controversy are not bound to answer the complaint before this court, is to endeavors to defeat the very end and design of our commission; for surely it would be a very lame and defective execution of it, to hear only the matter of complaint between the tribe of Indians and this government.  

Embodied in this decision and its subsequent confirmation were the ideas of tribal sovereignty, tribal tenure and title, adjudication of tribal conflicts in the law of nature and nations, and the concept of fair and honest purchases which dominated the opinion in *M'Intosh*. This opinion was confirmed by the Privy Council, the highest judicial power in the British Empire.  

The second source of authority for the validity of tribal title as a source of title in the Empire was the opinion of the Privy Council to the Crown in the seventeenth century. The concern of this opinion was the effects of purchases of land by individual subjects of Great Britain from Indian tribes without the approval of the Crown. The conclusion of the Privy Council was that:

In respect to such places as have been, or shall be, acquired by treaty, or grant, from any of the Indian principles, or government, *your majesty's letters patent are not necessary;* the property of the soil vesting in the grantees, by the Indian grants *subject only to* your majesty's right of sovereignty over the settlements, as English settlements, and over the inhabitants, as English subjects, who carry with them your majesty's laws, wherever they form colonies, and receive your majesty's protection, by virtue of your royal charters.

The importance of the official opinion of the Privy Council resides in the fact that it sheds crucial enlightenment to the relationship between the claims of absolute title and the authority of a "subject to" qualification of federal title in *M'Intosh*. "An absolute title to lands cannot exist, at the same time, in different persons, or in different government," explains Marshall in one segment of his arguments; "an absolute title, must be an exclusive title, or at least a title which excludes all others not compatible with it." Great Britain had an "absolute title," Marshall concluded, which was "subject only to the Indian right of occupancy and recognized the absolute right of the Crown to extinguish that right." American title was also held by the Court to be subject to an Indian right of occupancy.  

Typically, subsequent courts and commentators have inter-
preted his "subject to" inference as an inferior title. Yet, when the origins of the "subject to" arguments of Attorney Pratt and Solicitor General Yorke for the Privy Council are compared to the statements in M'Intosh, such interpretation becomes suspicious. What the Chief Justice was attempting to assert was that the absolute title of both Britain and America was an exclusive entitlement to purchase aboriginal title. But tribal title, being a separate but compatible system of title from either of the British and American systems, it did not affect the absoluteness of title held under either system. Until tribal title was extinguished, the federal entitlement was subject to the tribal right of sovereignty and land tenure law. This did not mean that people could not purchase the land but rather implied that they could purchase subject to a future conveyance. This is totally consistent with the holding in M'Intosh that a subsequent treaty conveyance could impair individual rights established under tribal tenurial systems. The "subject to" condition of federal title merely confirmed the legal right of the tribes to sell or not to sell their land until a compromise could be reached by the federal and tribal governments. Under the M'Intosh theory, until such consensual agreement, the tribe regulated its own domain. This is a much different position than that ordinarily assumed by the courts and commentators.

A third and final example of tribal sovereignty and land tenure systems in the American colonies under the British Empire occurred in the colony of Massachusetts in the last decade of the seventeenth century. As a result of the 1683 declaration of the Crown, the Lords of Trade attempted to confirm the titles and quit-rents to the inhabitants of Massachusetts. But the Lords found it impossible to confirm these titles because of rival and defective claims. The confirmation of this title would signify the Crown's approval of their absolute title, as well as bring uniformity into the Massachusetts land tenure system. Prior to this confirmation process, the Massachusetts government, probably fearing land tenure problems with the Crown, had sent its commissioners into regions where "squatters" had settled on land without any title and forced them to recognize the rights of the tribal tenurial system by payment of quitrents to the tribes.

Under the regal confirmation process, the Lords of Trade were instructed by the Massachusetts commissioners to confirm all title held under tribal deeds. This validated tribal deeds as a source of title, subject to regal sovereignty. Commissioner Andros reported that the Puritan theocrats considered that it was far more important to hold the land under a tribal deed by "fair contract or just
conquest” than under English law.131 This theory is confirmed in the writings of John Cotton. Speaking for the Puritan position of tribal title, Cotton stated in 1647:

[T]hat it was neither the King’s intendement, nor the English Planters to take possession of the Country by murther of the Natives, or by robbery: but either to take possession of the voyd places of the Country by the Law of Nature, (for Vac-ccum Domicilium credit occupanti:) or if we tooke any Lands from the Natives, it was by way of purchase and free consent.132

Cotton’s concept of the Puritans’ position is consistent with the M’Intosh concept, and with the other authority mentioned in this section. Its explanation also rejects the theory that all land in America was considered vacant land, as is commonly attributed to John Winthrop.133 In fact, Winthrop claimed his land by purchase from an Indian tribe under a deed.134 Another Puritan, John White, advocated the Biblical arguments but still asserted that “[t]he land affords ground enough to receive more people,” and “the Natives invite us to set downe by them, and offer us what grounds wee will: so that eyther want of possession by others, or the possessors gift, and sale, may assure our right: we neede not feare a clear title to the soyle.”135 Thus, the Puritan position was more correctly a purchase theory than a theory of vacant land or a Biblical labor theory, which is often proposed by courts and commentators.136

These examples clearly illustrate that the tribes were considered as sovereign nations with the rights to their territories. The combination of political sovereignty and the proprietary powers establish a theory of dominion. The regulation of land under the distributional preferences of a sovereign with proprietary powers establishes the essence of a theory of land tenure. As a result, it could clearly be supported, in the laws of nations and nature of both the British Empire and America, that the Indian tribes not only had tribal dominion, but also had a recognized and separate land tenure system.

The British trinity also reveals that individuals could purchase from the Indian tribes. This tribal title was valid under the British law, until the British government extinguished tribal lands and perfected its title. This is consistent with the holding in M’Intosh, but this established a quandary as to whether the title of the colonies was held under English tenure or tribal tenure until tribal ti-tle was extinguished. The Court in M’Intosh avoided discussing
these problems on fact distinctions. The Court arguments in this regard were not particularly convincing.\textsuperscript{137}

\textit{The Cherokee Cases}

In the now famous Cherokee Cases, \textit{Cherokee Nation v. Georgia} and \textit{Worcester v. Georgia}, the Supreme Court affirmed the theory of tribal title in \textit{M'Intosh}. Tribal title was seen as a distinct pattern of rights derived solely from tribal authority, and not dependent upon either the state or federal land tenure systems. Although some confusion was created about the relationship between tribal sovereignty and tribal title in the case of \textit{Cherokee Nation}, the source of that confusion was clarified by the Court in the subsequent \textit{Worcester} holding.

\textit{Cherokee Nation v. Georgia} was a case of jurisdiction rather than land, and did not affect the nature of tribal tenures. It involved the original jurisdiction of the Supreme Court under Article III of the Constitution. Chief Justice Marshall, speaking for himself (and perhaps the absent J. Duvall), created a source of confusion that still plagues tribal rights when he stated:

Though the Indians are acknowledged to have an unquestionable, and, heretofore, unquestioned right to the lands they occupy, and that right shall be extinguished by a voluntary cession to our government, yet it may be doubted whether the tribes within the acknowledged boundaries of the United States can, with strict accuracy, be dominated by foreign nations [within the sense of the Federal Constitution]. They may, more correctly perhaps, be designated domestic dependent nations. They occupy a territory to which we must assert a title independent of their will, which must take effect in point of possession when their right to possession ceases. Their relation to the United States resembles that of a ward to his guardian.\textsuperscript{138}

This paragraph contains two different statements. The first is a property statement. It holds that tribes have an unquestionable right to the lands they occupy until that possessory right is extinguished by a voluntary cession from the tribes to the federal government. Also in this paragraph is an obscure reaffirmation of the discovery principle: "[the tribes] occupy a territory of which we must assert a title independent of their will, which must take effect in point of possession when their right to possession ceases." The second statement concerns political status: it holds that Indian
tribes are not, in the sense of the Constitution, "foreign nations," but rather are labeled by Marshall as "domestic dependent nations"—but *nations* nevertheless in American law.

The conceptualization of the analogy of ward to guardian has since perplexed the legal profession. The central issue has not been understood by subsequent courts, nor addressed by them, because of the instrumental reading of federal powers by the federal government and the federal courts. To illustrate the one-sided nature of the federal interpretation of this clause in *Cherokee Nation*, the concept of ward must be reviewed. There exist in legal history and theory two potential definitions of wardship. The first is the Roman theory of wardship as a political relationship. The second is an English theory of property, but the English incidents of wardship were abolished by the Statute of Tenure in 1660, one hundred and seventy years before the opinion in *Cherokee Nation*.

In Roman law, on the one hand, "wardship" was the political status of semi-dependent house communities which attached themselves to powerful lords and masters. "[W]e think of these communities as walled round preserves," Professor Noyes writes in his book, *The Institution of Property*, "within peace, without war." It was necessary, especially for indigenous people under Roman rule, for the "subject people to attach themselves to one or another house in order to participate thus indirectly in the economic and political advantages established by the association." This was most likely to occur where the indigenous people under Roman rule were too numerous to be enslaved. The concept of "ward" was derived from the Roman word *tutela*, which means "to protect." This was also the foundation of the early Spanish and French recognition of the status of the Indians, as in a "state of tutelage."

In the development of English feudal tenures, on the other hand, wardship was a burden placed upon the land in an effort to maintain control. The lord's rights of wardship arose, after feudal rights became hereditary, when the tenant died leaving a minor child as heir. During the child's minority, the lord was entitled to the profits of the land of the ward and was not bound to account for the profit from the land. The Magna Charta corrected this abuse by providing that the lord holding by wardship should take nothing more than customary produce and should maintain the property in good condition. But the Statute of Tenure in 1660 abolished wardship because of its abuse. Like the Spanish and French concepts of tutelage, the feudal incident was in relation to individual persons rather than political entities.
When these two concepts are compared with the Chief Justice's suggestive analogy in *Cherokee Nation*, it is obvious that he referred to the Roman version of wardship rather than the English version in regard to the political relationship between the tribe and the federal government. This is further evidenced by his reasoning, which followed the suggested analogy of political relationship:

They look to our government for protection; rely upon its kindness and its power; appeal to it for relief of their wants; and address the president as their great father. They and their country are considered by foreign nations, as well as by ourselves, as being so completely under the sovereignty and dominion of the United States, that any attempt to acquire their lands, or to form political connection with them, would be considered by all as an invasion of our territory and an act of hostility.  

This discussion is actually only a restatement of the principle of discovery and the right of the federal government to its entitlement as against all other foreign powers. The unique argument is the protection argument. Because this argument has been misinterpreted as a surrender of power of the tribes to the federal government, it is necessary to correct this assumption. In this regard it is important to note that the Supreme Court of the United States in its decision in *Worcester v. Georgia*, elaborately explained "protection" in the following year. The Court held that protection, as applied to the Cherokee Nation, "involved, practically, no claim to [their] land, [and] no dominion over their person." Protection merely bound the tribe to the United States as a "dependent ally, claiming the protection of a powerful friend and neighbor, and receiving the advantages of that protection, without involving a surrender of their national character...." Protection does not imply the destruction of the protected." It should be totally clear by now that wardship is a political relationship that supports, rather than destroys, tribal tenurial systems, as pronounced in *M'Intosh*. In fact, it strengthens tribal authority to police its own internal land, based on original inherent sovereignty.

In *Worcester v. Georgia*, Chief Justice Marshall then reversed the political status of tribes outlined in *Cherokee Nation*. Instead of labeling the Cherokee Nation a "domestic dependent nation" in the jurisprudential sense, he held as a matter of law under the Constitution that: "The Indian nations had always been con-
sidered as distinct, independent political communities, retaining their original natural rights, as the undisputed possessors of the soil from time immemorial... Marshall did not discuss the doctrine of wardship in this case. He did, however, reject the inference of Indians being subject to the Laws of the Master. The solid inference is that he reversed his dicta in Cherokee Nation, and considered his previous classification of "domestic dependent nation" as overruled. Worcester was essentially the same case as Cherokee Nation.

Chief Justice Marshall did not seem to find it necessary to make any detailed analysis of tribal land tenures. This recognition of tribal land tenures, while apparently consistent with the policies of Congress and the Executive of the United States in the early nineteenth century, was clearly not dependent on these policies, but rather a proposition recognized in the federal common law and land tenure system. The recognition of tribal land tenures was not dependent on the original constitutional status of the concerned land: rather, the recognition of the distinct tribal tenures flowed from the original natural rights of the tribe. Furthermore, tribal tenure was not solely dependent upon treaty recognition of Indian rights in land because such right survived the changes of sovereignty and were qualified primarily by the restriction of alienation inherent in the preemptive title of the United States.

Under the classic paradigm the tribes had dominion. They had not only possession but title and the right to self-government. In relationship to the federal government, all cession or conveyances of land were voluntary and consensual. The tribes had unlimited rights to establish a land tenure system without interference from the federal or state governments. The federal government held the exclusive right to purchase the aboriginal title, but until such an agreement was made with the tribes the federal government guaranteed to control its citizens and prevent them from encroaching on tribal lands and establish exclusive trading privileges.

III. The Paradigmatic Shift in Tribal Title
   The Riddle of Tribal Title

In contrast to the doctrinal clarity and uniformity of tribal title in the classic paradigm embodied in the Marshall Court, the subsequent courts failed to understand its doctrine and its implications. Tribal title and the significance of the holding in M'Intosh slowly faded in the jurisprudential consciousness. The divergent Indian
policies of Congress embodied in removal and allotments were the major sources of decline for the theory of tribal title, but this is little excuse for the courts' lack of analytical sophistication in cases dealing with tribal property.

One of the best explanations, perhaps, for the development of this riddle of tribal title was that the subsequent courts were less concerned with the theoretical issues of land tenure and more concerned with implementing a unitary theory of federal title; they were concerned with formalistically filling in the gaps in the outline of American land tenure systems, not in questioning those systems' very existence. These courts viewed tribal title as transitional, and a major influence on this transitional theory was the mandates of the policies of manifest destiny and the melting-pot ideology. The best illustration of the results of this transitional theory is embodied in the works of Felix H. Cohen, the first scholar of Indian law, who failed to understand the insights of the classic paradigm of tribal title. Much of his intellectual oversight was undoubtedly due to his preoccupation of attempting to merge tribal title under federal title, rather than keeping conceptual fidelity to separate land tenure systems. This preoccupation is embodied in his 1942 book, *Federal Indian Law.* In the Langdellian case-analysis tradition of legal scholarship, Cohen attempted to forge an explanatory principle of aboriginal title under federal land tenure, establishing the modern riddle of tribal title. Thus, he states:

Cases and opinions subsequent to the *M'Intosh* case oscillate between a stress on the content of Indian possessory right and stress on the limitation of that right. These opinions and cases might perhaps be classified according to whether they refer to the Indian right of occupancy as "mere" right of occupancy or as a "sacred" right of occupancy. All the cases, however, agree in saying that the aboriginal Indian title involves an exclusive right of occupancy and does not involve an ultimate fee.

Much of the riddle of aboriginal title in *Federal Indian Law* surrounds this misreading of *M'Intosh.* *M'Intosh* was read as establishing a principle of federal title and as not recognizing tribal title.

While teaching at Yale Law School, Cohen reevaluated the riddle of tribal title. "[T]he dismissal of the plaintiff's complaint in this case was not based upon any defect in the Indian's title," Cohen acknowledged in his article, "Original Indian Title," con-
cerning *M'Intosh*, "but solely upon the invalidity of the Indian deed through which the white plaintiffs claimed title."

He failed to explain that the deed was not invalid, but that the subsequent unrestricted treaty abrogated all rights the white plaintiffs held under tribal dominion. His preoccupation with the unity of federal title hindered his discernment of the separate tenurial system inherent in the classic paradigm. "[T]he federal government and the Indians both had exclusive title to the same land at the same time," was the Pickwickian conclusion Cohen elucidated from the decision in *M'Intosh*. Hence, a federal grant of Indian lands could convey an interest, but this conveyed interest was not possessory interest until the federal government extinguished the possessory interest of the tribes.

The insight that the extinguishment of tribal title was necessary before the federal government could convey an interest remained, but in a different form than before, *i.e.*, in terms of possession, not title. This step is important to an understanding of the paradigmatic shift in tribal title.

Equally as important to the emergence of the modern paradigm of tribal title were the vacillating congressional policies in Indian affairs, in particular, the land policies inherent in the removal policy and in the general allotment acts. These vacillating policies were compounded by the federal courts' surprisingly mechanical applications of jurisprudence. Searching for fundamental principles in law, the courts treated all tribes as similar before the courts, and failed to understand or distinguish between the concepts of aboriginal title and tribal title under federal title. In terms of our analysis of tribal title, both of these responses by the legal system were detrimental to the tribes and to a juridical understanding of the classic paradigm of tribal title. The implications of the removal policy in terms of tribal title were the most obfuscating for policy, while allotment was the most turbid.

Removal of Indian tribes from the southeast to Indian Territory extinguished their aboriginal tribal title, and the land to which they were moved was land to which the federal government had already extinguished the indigenous tribes' aboriginal title and brought under federal dominion. The legal effect of such extinguishment of aboriginal title by the federal government was to bring the land under congressional authority through the property clause of the Constitution. The fact that Congress decided to reserve this land for the removed Indian tribes does not negate the congressional power to establish distributive rules and regulations for land tenure (*i.e.*, allotments or common tribal property); rather, it strengthened the police power of Congress over Indian
tribes. The only limitation on this power was in reference to aboriginal tribes occupying a section of their aboriginal land through consensual agreements with the federal government.

The removal of the Five Civilized Tribes to Indian Territory is a pertinent example for analysis. Upon removal from their aboriginal territory in the southeast, the Five Civilized Tribes acquired land from the United States in conformity with treaties and agreements that provided for a fee simple patent to the tribes for their members. There was a subsequent condition: that the fee simple patent exist so long as the tribes continued to occupy the land. In legal effect, the Five Civilized Tribes had secured from the United States the fee to the lands they occupied, and had converted the right of aboriginal title under tribal dominion to a fee simple tribal estate under the dominion of the United States. This did not affect their right to self-government or sovereignty because that authority originated in the inherent consent of the tribal members to vest allegiance in the tribe, versus the federal or state governments. Likewise, the converting of aboriginal title to fee simple did not affect the tribes' rights to establish land tenure systems, but land tenure systems so established were subject to the extended police power of Congress over territories under the Constitution because the land tenure system emanated from the United States rather than strictly from tribal dominion.

Under the land tenure system of the United States, Congress could and did unilaterally regulate tribal land by legislation. It extinguished the fee simple title of those tribes aligning themselves with the Confederated States of America during the Civil War. It mandated the division of tribal land into allotments in severalty among the members of the removed tribes. It granted lands to the railroads, and for other federal purposes, with some compensation paid to the individuals as well as to the tribes. These unilateral congressional acts rested on the sole authority that the land was not aboriginal land under tribal dominion, but rather territories that emanated from the United States and which were regulated by Congress.

In contrast to the allotment policy of tribal land held under federal tenure is the allotment of aboriginal title. An example of this policy is found in the Sioux Indian tribes of the High Plains. The Sioux reservations were aboriginal tribal title, expressly reserved in their treaties with the federal government. In order to implement the allotment policy in this context, the federal government had to obtain the consent of three-fourths of the male tribal members pursuant to the terms of the Treaty of 1868. The mere
fact that the tribal lands were divided did not extinguish the aboriginal title to the lands. If the allotments were perfected by the federal government and transferred in fee simple to the individual tribal members, then the land passed from aboriginal tribal title to a fee simple estate under federal title. Congress, however, ended the allotment policy in 1934, and reestablished a policy of consolidating land under tribal ownership.177

Allotted land on aboriginal tribal reservations is called trust patented land rather than restricted fee land. The distinction is important. Trust patented land corresponds to allotments in aboriginal tribal title, while restricted fee corresponds to tribal title under federal land tenure. Trust patent land, on the one hand, usually denotes the fact that the United States has not perfected its entitlement but has ultimate fee.178 Restricted fee, on the other hand, involves the holding of legal fee by an allottee under federal title, but subject to federal restrictions.179

While the distinction between aboriginal tribal reservations and lands under federal title is important, it does not affect or modify the ultimate fee title of the United States, which is the power to extinguish tribal title. But the tribal holding of aboriginal title does more narrowly limit the power of Congress over tribal dominion, and over the tribal police power over tribal members and their allotments under tribal tenures, even though these lands are still subject to the ultimate fee of the United States. The appropriate test of congressional power in an original title reservation established under the Indian Reorganization Act is clearly upheld by Justice Van Devanter in Chippewa Indians v. United States:

Our decisions, while recognizing that the government has power to control and manage the property and affairs of its Indian wards in good faith for their welfare, show that this power is subject to constitutional limitations and does not enable the government to give the lands of one tribe or band to another or to deal with them as its own.180

Furthermore, under the Indian Reorganization Act which ended allotment, the tribes were given concurrent jurisdiction to regulate their civil affairs.181 The preamble of the Indian Self-Determination Act has recently reaffirmed this concurrent jurisdiction and established federal policy more congruent with tribal control.182

The Paradigmatic Shift: Tee-Hit-Ton Indians v. United States

At the height of the termination period of federal Indian policy,
a divided Supreme Court inaugurated the shift in the legal paradigm of "Indian title of Occupancy" under the guise of following *M'Intosh* and the older precedent of tribal title. The Court held in *Tee-Hit-Ton Indians v. United States* that the property rights established by occupancy "since time immemorial" by the natives of Alaska were not legal property rights under American law: rather, that such occupancy was permissive occupancy.\(^{183}\) Under this distinction, the rights of occupancy could be canceled unilaterally by Congress at its discretion, without compensation to the native clans or tribes.

This theory, although much criticized by the legal profession, established the modern paradigm of tribal title of occupancy as a naked possession. More importantly, the reasoning of the Court is an example of the confusion accorded the *M'Intosh* opinion by the modern Supreme Court when it fails to adhere to the conceptual fidelity of the classic paradigm, which was an attempt to reconcile the two complementary land tenure systems, tribal and federal. It is the problem of categorical reasoning on paradigmatic assumption in law, rather than attempting to adhere to conceptual and precedential fidelity. The riddle of tribal title which haunted the legal commentators finally emerged clearly in the case of *Tee-Hit-Ton Indians v. United States*, creating the modern paradigm of tribal title.

The land in question in *Tee-Hit-Ton* was aboriginal tribal land, but the Court treated the land as if it had emanated from the United States as in the situation of removed tribes. The United States had acquired the territory from Russia by a treaty in 1867, and the Court held that this treaty transfer was sufficient to extinguish aboriginal tribal title.\(^{184}\) The Court of Claims had reached a contrary conclusion that the tribal interest existed prior to the Alaskan purchase, and termed this title "original Indian title," or "Indian right of Occupancy."\(^{185}\) It also determined that this original Indian title was not recognized by Congress; therefore, the Indians had no legal right to the land under the Constitution.\(^{186}\) The Supreme Court never questioned the notion that aboriginal title exists within the land tenure system of the United States, not as a recognized principle of law concerning separate land tenure systems, as asserted in *M'Intosh*, but rather as possession unless recognized as a property right by the United States. It was a creation of the decision—a misunderstanding of both the classic paradigm and the significance of the subsequent cases that followed the holdings of the classic paradigm.

This is a clear example of how to perfect title to lands taken not
by fraud, duress, or other illegal means, but rather by assertion of a unitary federal tenure test, and finding no evidence of title under the created judicial test. It does not address itself to the situation where the United States has not attempted to perfect its entitlements purchased from Russia by further purchasing the tribal title, but, indeed, asserts the right to limit an aboriginal right by a recognition test independent of the extinguishing of tribal title. In this fact situation before the Court, the correct judicial test should have been controlled by Section 177 of the United States Code: e.g., the Court should have asked whether the treaty between Russia and the United States was "subject to Indian title," as it did in *M'Intosh* regarding treaty transfers from foreign nations to the United States.187

The Tee-Hit-Ton Indians, a clan of the Tlingit tribes whose land was in question, argued to the Court that they had either a "full proprietary ownership" in land, or "at least a recognized right to restricted possession, occupation, and use."188 Any such confiscation of these property rights by the United States was therefore compensable under the fifth amendment to the Constitution.189 In opposition, the government argued that the Indians' claim to the land was not compensable because their interest was merely a right to use the land at the government's pleasure.190 The government also stressed the fact the Congress had never recognized any legal interest of Indians in their land.191 The Supreme Court agreed with the position of the government.192 Through the framing of the issues in this case, the Tee-Hit-Ton Indians were caught in the legal riddle of Indian title.

The test of congressional recognition of aboriginal title assumes the issues which are before the Court.193 It is founded on legal presumption that the federal government must have the burden of proof of purchase of tribal title; absent such proof, the legal presumption ought to have been that the property remains in tribal dominion and land tenure systems. This, at essence, is the error of the recognition test. It was created and applied to the wrong fact situation.

The Court in *Tee-Hit-Ton* realized that there was no particular form of congressional recognition of "Indian rights of permanent occupancy,"194 and that such recognition might be established in a variety of ways. However, it still held that there must be "the definite intention by congressional action or authority to accord legal rights not merely permissive occupancy."195 The standard the Court utilized was that where Congress, by treaty or other agreement, has declared that thereafter Indians were to hold the land
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permanently, compensation must then be paid for subsequent taking.\textsuperscript{196}

This was not the question before the Court at all. The recognition test is not concerned directly with aboriginal title. It is concerned with \textit{conveyances} and \textit{reservations} of aboriginal title by either treaty or agreements in which the United States has guaranteed to the tribes certain lands.\textsuperscript{197} These consensual conveyances create legal rights which the tribe can enforce against congressional action. But if \textit{no} conveyance has been entered into by the tribe, the federal government, in order to acquire rights to the aboriginal title, must purchase it. If the government refuses to purchase, then the land resides under tribal dominion. Any taking of aboriginal land without purchase is blatant confiscation. The Court did not interpret the fifth amendment as imposing limitations on \textit{actions by the federal government} but rather as concerning the nature of the property being confiscated. This is a bizarre reading of the fifth amendment.

The advocates for the tribes, faced with the recognition test, maintained that both the Organic Act of Alaska and the act providing for civil government for Alaska sufficiently recognized the permanence of the clan title to best legal rights.

The eighth section of the Organic Act stated:

That the Indians or other persons in said district shall not be disturbed in the possession of any lands actually in their use or occupation or now claimed by them but the terms under which such persons may acquire title to such lands is reserved for future legislation by Congress . . . .\textsuperscript{198}

The act for civil government reaffirms the Organic Act, stating: "The Indians or persons conducting schools or missions in the district shall not be disturbed in the possession of any land now actually in their use and occupancy . . . .\textsuperscript{199} The Court of Appeals had previously determined that this act constituted recognition of Indian ownership.\textsuperscript{200} The Supreme Court, however, held that neither of these statutes nor pertinent legislation indicated any such intention by Congress to "grant to the Indians any permanent rights in the lands of Alaska occupied by them by permission of Congress. Rather, it clearly appears that what was intended was merely to retain the status quo until further congressional or judicial action was taken, . . . .\textsuperscript{201} In short, the Court inaugurated a new judicial test of aboriginal property: the legal theory that Congress has the sole right to \textit{delegate} to the Indian tribes their rights to aboriginal titles. Aboriginal title did not exist, then, because of
the tribes’ “original natural rights as the undisputed possessors of the soil from time immemorial,” as stated in *Worcester.* Rather, under the Court’s new theory of aboriginal title, it was vested in Congress! This is a juridical fiction that is completely refuted by all the classic cases of Indian law, grounded as they are in the notion of inherent title rather than in recognized or delegated aboriginal title.

If the Court’s case is correct in that aboriginal title needs congressional recognition in order to be permanent, why did the Court in *M’Intosh* establish in such painstaking detail that discovery granted the right to acquire tribal title through purchases? This recognition test allows the Court to ignore the fundamental principles of intertenurial transfer of property established in *M’Intosh.*

The first question in the Court’s rationale is the theory that the Organic Act merely intended to retain the status quo. This implies maintenance of property rights, but the Court rejects its own inferences. In assessing the status quo inference of the *Tee-Hit-Ton* Court, the chain of title theory of *M’Intosh* and *Worcester* must be seriously reexamined. “[N]either the Declaration of Independence, nor the treaties confirming it,” the Court held in *M’Intosh,* “could give us more than that which we before possessed, or to which Great Britain was before entitled.” This is a clear judicial validation that the rights established under Great Britain and under the federal government survive the changes in sovereignty. The Court continued:

> It has never been doubted that either the United States or the several states, had a clear title to all the lands within the boundary lines described in the treaty [between the United States and Great Britain], subject only to the Indian right of occupancy, and that the exclusive power to extinguish that right was vested in that government which might constitutionally exercise it.

Similarly, when the *M’Intosh* Court discussed the legal effect of the treaty transfer of entitlements between France and Great Britain in 1763, the Court concluded that:

> It had never been supposed that [Great Britain] surrendered nothing although she was not in actual possession of a foot of land. She surrendered all right to acquire country [from the aboriginal Indian tribes]; and any after attempts to purchase it from the Indians, would have been considered and treated as an invasion of the territory of France.
There is nothing in the terms of the treaty transfer from Russia to the United States which could make such a conveyance not subject to extinguishing Indian title, similar to the fact situation in M'Intosh. The treaty by rights should have established an entitlement to purchase Indian title—not a perfected title.

The status quo inference the Court creates and then takes so lightly is, in effect, a validation of tribal dominion and unextinguished aboriginal title of the Indians, as well as the rights of other persons under either tribal dominion or Russian law which survive the change of sovereignty. It is those status quo rights which are vested under the Organic Act of Alaska. Under the Court's theory in Tee-Hit-Ton, however, no person—Indian or non-Indian—has any legal rights to land in Alaska; all were totally abolished by the change of sovereignty. If the Court interpreted this statute as merely limited to the Indians and not to the "other persons," then such an interpretation would be violative of the equal protection of law under the Constitution.°

The Court in Tee-Hit-Ton next utilized the "further congressional action" test as the second part of its recognition test rationale to defeat tribal title. However, this test does not refer to tribal title, but to "other persons." Section 177 of the United States Code expressly provides procedures for the extinguishing of aboriginal title by the federal government.° The only remaining procedures this further action contemplates is the offer of lands for public land sale, i.e., the distribution of extinguished tribal lands by the federal government to other citizens. Implicit in the Organic Act, as well as the act for civil government in Alaska, is the recognition that unless the federal government extinguishes tribal title, such title is as permanent as the law recognizes and vested in the Indian tribes. This concept is consistent with federal Indian law, with the chain of title theory of M'Intosh, the classic paradigm of tribal title, and with the property theories of Locke regarding the relationship between property and government in the modern liberal state.

The Court's analysis of Indian title also suffers from the same legal errors as the recognition test. Original Indian title was equated with "permission from the whites to occupy" lands, rather than as an original natural right of the tribes, as in the holdings of M'Intosh and Worcester. Moreover, the Court stated,

[original Indian title] means mere possession not specifically recognized as ownership by Congress. After conquest they were permitted to occupy portions of territory over which they had previously exercised "sovereignty" as we use that
term. This is not a property right but amounts to a right of occupancy which the sovereign grants and protects against intrusions by third parties but which rights of occupancy may be terminated and such lands fully disposed of by the sovereign itself without any legally enforceable obligations to compensate the Indians. 159

The authority of the Court for such a sweeping conclusion of law was no less than "the great case" of Johnson & Graham's Lessee v. M'Intosh. 210

In Tee-Hit-Ton, M'Intosh was cited for the legal proposition "that discovery gave an exclusive right to extinguish the Indian title of occupancy, either by purchase or by conquest," 211 and for the proposition that it "denied the power of an Indian tribe to pass their right of occupancy to another." 212 Moreover, the Court held that M'Intosh stands for a "rule" not even before the Court, i.e., that the taking by the United States of unrecognized Indian title is not compensable under the fifth amendment. 213 Except for the proposition that discovery gave an exclusive right to extinguish tribal title, these holdings and interpretations are not correct. This was a clear abuse of precedent by the Court.

To understand the inadequacy of the conquest theory of the Court's decision in relation to aboriginal title in Tee-Hit-Ton, it should be noted that Fletcher v. Peck, M'Intosh, and Worcester all rejected conquest as a source of land title. In fact, in United States v. Percheman, Chief Justice Marshall restated the same legal principle he had established in M'Intosh:

It may not be unworthy of remark that it is very unusual, even in the cases of conquest, for the conqueror to do more than to displace the sovereign and assume dominion over the country. The modern usage of nation, which has become law, could be violated; that sense of justice and of right which is acknowledged and felt by the whole civilized world would be outraged, if private property should be generally confiscated, and private rights annulled. 214

Yet, this is precisely the theory which the Tee-Hit-Ton decision used to defeat tribal title, in spite of a conspicuous lack of warfare between the United States and the Alaskan natives which might thereby justify such a theory of conquest. 215 The theory of conquest was popularized in Federal Indian Law and not in any of the classic cases of Indian law. In Federal Indian Law, it is stated that conquest ends external sovereignty, but does not affect internal
sovereignty. Internal sovereignty is the regulating source for land tenure and distribution, and such land tenure regulation is not an attribute of external sovereignty. The Tee-Hit-Ton Court infers that conquest refers to property, not political sovereignty. This was the crux of the Court's error: it was implicit in the Court's reasoning, but never articulated in the opinion. It operated, in short, on the assumptive level. The conceptual confusion, itself a form of legal mysticism, was the result of assuming the tribal title of occupancy was under the tenurial system of the United States.

Cohen's theory is that

[Conquest renders the tribe subject to the legislative power of the United States and in substance, terminates the external powers of sovereignty of the tribe, e.g., its power to enter into treaties with foreign nations, but does not by itself affect the internal sovereignty of the tribe, i.e., its powers of local self-government.]

But the Cohen book also states that "it is only by positive enactments, even in the cases of conquered and subdued nations, that their laws are changed by the conqueror." Thus, in Tee-Hit-Ton, the legal presumption should have been that unless there exists a congressional statute abolishing aboriginal title, not only should the courts assume that the clan title was recognized by Congress, but that such title must be purchased from the tribe as the sole means of perfecting the United States entitlements in Alaska. Conquest did not limit the internal sovereignty of the tribes, which is where the right to tribal power over property resides; it merely limits the entitlements of other European nations.

The last and most fundamental issue was the identification of aboriginal title as the equivalent of "occupancy" in modern legal theory. With the absence of any detailed examination of tribal tenurial systems, the Court merely assumed that tribal title of occupancy was analogous to the term "occupancy" under American tenurial systems. The presumption that the tribal titles of ownership must be basically the same as occupancy in American tenurial systems finally helps us make sense out of the tortured opinion given in Tee-Hit-Ton. The Marshall Court took great pains to avoid describing tribal tenurial systems within the technical language of the estates of England and the United States. Marshall's contrast between tribal tenurial systems of land and those within Anglo-American law was not only an act of great judicial sensitivity, but also an attempt to prevent subsequent courts from concluding that Indian tribes did in fact possess a fee simple, as
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Justice Johnson concluded in *Fletcher v. Peck*. By utilizing the term "Indian title of Occupancy," the Marshall Court had attempted to prevent subsequent courts from arriving at any conclusion which might be seen as either a limitation on the original sovereignty of the tribes, or as destroying the exclusive federal entitlement to purchase tribal title. To describe tribal rights in the technical language of American law would have been misleading, as the Court was here distinguishing tribal dominion from federal dominion.

The inappropriateness of equating aboriginal tribal title with "occupancy" as defined under American property law becomes all the more clear when it is realized that the Court revised the classic paradigm of tribal title without explanations or elaborations. It violated the classic paradigm's differentiation of tribal tenurial systems from the federal tenurial system: the two paradigms were seen as compatible within a single tenurial system in *Tee-Hit-Ton*.

The British Privy Council, in the spirit of *M'Intosh*, addressed the nature of the interpretive error the *Tee-Hit-Ton* Court blundered into in *Amodu Tijani v. The Secretary S. Nigeria* in 1921. In that case the lordship observed that:

> In interpreting the native title to land, not only in Southern Nigeria but in other parts of the British Empire, much caution is essential. There is a tendency, operating at times unconsciously, to render that title conceptually in terms which are appropriate only to the systems which have grown up under English law. But this tendency has to be held in check closely. As a rule, in the various systems of native jurisprudence throughout the Empire, there is no such full division between property and possession as English lawyers are familiar with.

Here, then, is precisely the problem with the decision in *Tee-Hit-Ton*. The Court confused the aboriginal title of occupancy with the American concepts of occupancy and possession, which have their own technical connotations in American tenurial interests in real property, particularly in juxtaposition with the terms "fee simple" and "proprietary." In short, the Court employed the American terms to the concept, which the Marshall Court so studiously avoided doing, and the American terms bear only a superficial resemblance to the meanings of the tribal concepts. "All proprietary rights are not equal in sanctity," warned Justice Tawney, "merely because identical in name." The central difficulty with the Court's opinion in *Tee-Hit-Ton* is that its core
is assertion rather than reasoned explanation. The Court's approach to explanation is its assertion that it follows M'Intosh and precedent, whereas in reality it merely assumes the conclusions it purports to derive.

The Predicament of the Modern Paradigm

"The law," states Charles Miller, "is not majestic enough in the American system to endure for good but unexplained or unexplainable reason."

The Supreme Court's interpretation of the tribal title of occupancy in Tee-Hit-Ton raises the question of judicial sincerity and commitment to neutral principles and precedent in law. Judicial opinions are the most permanent and public manifestation of the legal system. What counts in the public life of the judicial system is the process by which the Court reaches its decisions and formulates its reasoning into the decision, i.e., an opinion of a form of public communication. For this communication to be functional and credible in modern society, the opinions of the Court must ultimately be accepted for the actual justification that was offered to the public, regardless of how the decisions came about or how the opinions happen to be written. When the reasoning of an opinion fails to adequately support the decision in a particular case, the entire judicial process suffers. Both the absence of reasoning in the form of coherent argument and the unprincipled use of precedent are detrimental to the Court's legal function, as well as its political role in the legal system.

The Tee-Hit-Ton decision is assumptive. It commits most of the errors of judicial reasoning. It creates a legal test of recognition, which before was merely a legal fact and not a clearly defined test, and then applies the new test to the wrong fact situation. Moreover, it does not justify or elaborate on the test nor on its implications. Furthermore, the decision of the Court ignored the congressional scheme for acquiring aboriginal tribal title embodied in Section 177 of the United States Code. Next, the decision molds a folk notion of conquest into a theory of extinguishing aboriginal tribal title, which had never been validated in American law prior to its decision. The Court ignored the doctrine of purchase of aboriginal title, which is the basis of federal title and which creates the assumption that validates tribal title as a property interest. Not content with creating the conquest theory of aboriginal title, the Court once again applied a theory to an incorrect fact situation: the Alaskan natives never had any military warfare with the United States. Lastly, the Court confused the definition of oc-
cupancy in American law with the wording of "Indian title of Occupancy" in the classic paradigm without any reasoned elaboration.

After totally destroying the legal sophistication of the classic paradigm, the Court inferred that payment for the lands of the Tee-Hit-Ton clans resided in Congress rather than the Court. Traditionally, the Court has been the sole authority on determining the nature of property interests. By inferring that the question of determining aboriginal title is a political question, the tribes were deprived of their right to have a judicial determination of their property interest like other citizens of groups in the United States. Also, this theory is of questionable constitutional validity. It is a situation where the governmental entity which is alleged to have taken one's land is also the entity to determine whether or not the thing taken was protected by the Constitution. This approach to justice is contrary to the theory of separation of power in the federal government, as well as the notion of the importance of an independent judiciary in the modern liberal state.

The decision in Tee-Hit-Ton illustrates clearly that law is a practical science even at the highest levels. The Court does not dwell on fundamental questions concerning land tenure embodied in case law, or the political and economic functions of the existing legal order. Content with the implicit working assumptions of the common law, legal scholarship and litigation move rapidly to the more current and tractable questions. But when the solutions to social problems offered by the law then fail to satisfy society, it becomes necessary to examine the fundamental theories from which the legal paradigms are derived, and to thereby contrast the fundamental decisions with the working assumptions. The paradigmatic shift in tribal title of occupancy is such a situation, and thereby demands a reformation of the basic theory.

It is submitted that there is no way to unite the paradigm inherent in the Tee-Hit-Ton opinion with its authority, i.e., "the great case" of M'Intosh. In both legal and economic effect, the classic paradigm is not only different from the modern paradigm but the better of the two. The classic paradigm, on the one hand, grants the tribe both proprietary and governmental power, i.e., tribal dominion. The modern paradigm, on the other hand, establishes the theory that proprietary powers are derivative of the federal government's recognition, not the original natural rights of tribes. Moreover, the modern paradigm holds that aboriginal title is of no economic value, or at the most of little value. Ironically, the economic value of aboriginal property in the modern paradigm is the equivalent of owning a dream.
In terms of the relationship between governmental power and proprietary power, the Court appeared to have developed a federal instrumentality test. The aboriginal land may be protected against third parties because it furthers a federal purpose. But that purpose is largely directed toward maintaining the special relationship of the Indian tribes and clans to the federal government. The serious defect in the instrumental property doctrine is that it makes all tribal power a function of federal policy, just as it makes all aboriginal lands a function of a federal recognition test. Both leave little room for independent tribal initiative in self-determination and economic development.

The recognition test for either tribal power or for social benefits has recently been in disfavor in the Court. In *Oneida Indian Nation v. County of Oneida*, the Court used the recognition test of *Tee-Hit-Ton* when it discussed the significance of Section 177 of the United States Code. The Court stated:

> It very early became accepted doctrine in this Court that although fee title to the lands occupied by Indians when the colonists arrived became vested in the sovereign—first the discovering European nations and later the original states and the United States—a right of occupancy in the Indian tribes was nevertheless recognized. That right, sometimes called Indian title and good against all but the sovereign, could be terminated only by sovereign act. Once the United States was organized and the Constitution adopted, these tribal rights to Indian land became the exclusive province of the federal law. Indian title, recognized to be only a right of occupancy, was extinguishable only by the United States. The Federal Government took early steps to deal with the Indians through treaty, the principal purpose often being to recognize and guarantee the rights of Indians to specific areas of land.

While the Court still considered Indian title to be a right of occupancy under American property law, the error inherent in *Tee-Hit-Ton*, the Court did nevertheless render the recognition questionable. *Oneida Indian Nation* holds that the right of occupancy was directly recognized by the federal government at the creation of the United States and that the treaties only recognize and guarantee the rights of Indians to specific areas of land. This is a correct reading of the cases which the *Tee-Hit-Ton* Court misinterpreted. Recognition of aboriginal title cannot be delegated. The tribes may consent, in one form or another, to the
establishment of a reservation, i.e., a specific area of land—but this is extinguishment of general aboriginal lands, not all aboriginal rights. The Indian Non-Intercourse Act of 1790, from which Section 177 of the United States Code is derivative, is recognition of aboriginal title. A strong argument can be made that the Act established an uninterrupted principle that Indian tribes were to enjoy special property rights with respect to aboriginal lands significantly different from those granted to federal lands. Protections against the taking of real property rights of individuals and groups under the federal land tenure system are embodied in the fifth amendment to the Constitution, and protections for estates under state land tenure systems are in the fourteenth amendment. But tribal lands under a tribal tenure system were guaranteed protection under the Indian Non-Intercourse Act, which is part of the trust relationship between the United States and the Indian tribes even in the absence of a formal treaty.

Under the Indian Non-Intercourse Act, the tribes are guaranteed that their lands are recognized by the federal government, and the fifth amendment is then utilized to prevent the federal government from taking tribal lands without compensation. This is the proper reading of the federal statutory scheme. It should be remembered that the Constitution is a limitation on governmental powers and the fifth amendment is directed at federal action.

The modern paradigm of tribal title clashes with the entire statutory scheme of Congress for regulating land purchases and with the fifth amendment of the Constitution. It clashes with the classic paradigm of tribal title and with economic theory. But, more importantly, it violates the theory of treaty federalism derived from the classic paradigm. It should be steadfastly remembered that the Indian tribes entered into treaties with the United States under the expectation of retaining their original natural rights of sovereignty and land tenure under the classic paradigm. It was their reliance on these principles that created a political relationship with the federal government, not any show of military might.

The tribes accepted the fact that they would not have immediate representation in Congress, and that being a separate people would rob them of political speech in the federal government. The main incentive for their entering into treaties, then, was to secure independence from external governmental oppression. From this tribal perspective the overruling of any of the holdings of the classic paradigm is a violation of the integrity of the United States. If changes are necessary, then tribes should be granted direct
representation in the Senate to compensate for their loss of political liberty and cultural integrity. It must be understood that as with the relationship of the Magna Charta to English society, and the Bill of Rights to American society, the treaties and the classic paradigm create rights sacred to the Indian tribes. These sacred rights should not be overruled by implication or by erroneous interpretation by the courts or Congress. It is a matter of integrity. This is the predicament of tribal title in the modern paradigm.

IV. Tribal Title in the Unconcluded Present

In the previous section, efforts have been made to illustrate the errors originating in the modern paradigm of tribal title in comparison to the classic paradigm. This was necessary because the United States Supreme Court justified its holding in the Tee-Hit-Ton decision as mandated by and consistent with the classic paradigm of tribal title. It is here reiterated that the modern paradigm is a sharp and distinguishable break with the classic paradigm and not justified in legal reasoning or reality. If the analysis of the distinction between the classic paradigm and the modern paradigm of tribal title—is correct, then revision is needed in the basic institutional arrangements between the Indian tribes and the federal government. Congress has created the legal environment for the change by stressing the rights of self-determination and economic development. The courts should follow this policy and allow the tribal judiciary on "aboriginal title" reservations to develop a theory of tribal land tenure without interference from the federal government's wardship or the newer trusteeship arguments. Other changes are also necessary, but these are dependent upon the status of the reservation lands, i.e., whether the lands are aboriginal tribal lands or tribal lands under federal tenure. This conclusion will be limited to a brief discussion of the theory of tribal land tenure and its relationship to trusteeship.

The Court has validated that the tribal governments exercise both proprietary and government power, but rarely do they combine these powers in any one decision. Some courts assume that tribal power is essentially proprietary and limit all tribal activities accordingly, while others assume that tribal power is essentially a police power and not proprietary. This has created its own special confusion in an area of law known for its inconsistencies.

In establishing a tribal theory of land tenure, both powers must
be combined. If the modern paradigm of tribal title as "naked possession" is incorrect as a matter of law and precedent, then a return to the concept of tribal dominion as conceptualized and delineated in the classic paradigm is appropriate. Tribal dominion under the classic paradigm in contemporary society would again combine the two powers of proprietary (or executory) power and governmental (regulatory) powers. Tribal government, a public form of ownership, would include the powers of disposal, regulation and administration of land tenures, and distribution of assignments, as well as the power to create business entities for exploitation of private property for public benefit.

While the police power of the tribe (an original, inherent, and residual power which cannot be lost except by consent of the tribal citizens) would largely depend on the ends to which it is applied as well as the limitations embodied in the Indian Civil Rights Act, it should be interpreted the same as the police power of the several states. This would include the power to regulate entry and location, or to determine licensing for businesses and zoning, the power to appropriate and distribute land, the power to supervise competition in contract and property law as well as environmental damage, and the power to compact (which is analogous to the proprietary contract).

Because of the implications of the modern paradigm, these distinct tribal powers, which are complementary to reservation economic development and stable tribal government, have been confused by reference to ownership. Regulatory or police power is implicit in the consensual nature of modern society and tribal society, but it is analytically distinct from and unrelated to land ownership. Ownership thinking is most dangerously reflected in those cases in which the courts differentiate tribal jurisdiction on the basis of the three general classes of reservation land tenure pursuant to federal law: tribal, trust allotments, and fee patents.228 There are few cases where jurisdiction attaches only to tribal land under the modern paradigm of tribal title, but most courts have attempted to draw a line between trust property and fee lands. Another test the courts utilize is the race of the owner of land within the reservation or the allegiance of the owner. In other words, the test for jurisdiction over Indians on tribal reservations is territoriality, while for non-Indians the test is ownership of land, consent to tribal jurisdiction, or absolute immunities. These lines of distinction are based on the nonrecognition of the proprietary power in the modern paradigm which leaves the tribe with mere governmental power to regulate. These distinctions
under the classic paradigm should be nonexistent—they are lingering vestiges of the outmoded federal policy of gradually submitting Indians as individuals to the jurisdiction of the states by easing them into state property-owner and taxpayer status. Under the authority of the classic paradigm, the tribes should have the proprietary power to regulate this land use, as well as the governmental power, without regard to the status of the land.

This theory will necessarily clash with the federal policy of trusteeship. But this problem is part historical and part illusory under the modern theory of property in the United States. In its doctrinal essence, trusteeship is designed primarily to protect the title of that land and to preserve the land in Indian ownership, but the trustee role has never been well defined. Two different theories have been advanced by the United States to limit the power of disposal, both ultimately seeking justification in some need for protection. First, it is said that trusteeship is derived from the decision of the Supreme Court in *Cherokee Nation*. This theory is questionable at best, as shown in earlier attempts at illustration. Nowhere in the classic paradigm of tribal dominion and title did the Court assert that there existed absolute federal authority to dispose of or regulate tribal assets without their consent. The second theory is that trusteeship is alleged to be inherent in treaties. This argument is also subject to question. In *Worcester v. Georgia*, the Court stressed that treaties do not grant unlimited power to the federal government.

Actually, every citizen of the United States holds his land subject to the authority of the United States. Private property, which was originally sanctioned as control over property, has now almost entirely disappeared in American property law. The theory replacing control is that of protections. A system of contract relations is based solely upon the foundation of material objects and requires and obtains from the law a system of protections in relation to these objects. In this paradigm, property is conceived as that specialized organization which functions primarily for purposes that society now calls "economic." Property exists as a system of functional relations between citizens and the state with regard to material objects. The relationships are defined by the philosophy of law as claims, privileges, powers and immunities and their correlatives, duties, and the like. The tenure system in the United States, then, largely consists of protections, or viewed in another way, of limited permissions from the state. A right under this tenurial system is guaranteed against other persons, not as against the state. This new property relationship has led many
commentators to conclude that what an individual actually owns is rights to use of resources. 2

Under this theory, the tribes are in a position equal to other governments to determine their residents' rights of use of resources within the boundaries of the reservation. They do not have this right, due to the modern paradigm and to a translegal problem in legal theory. When federal control of tribal property originated, it appeared drastic in comparison to the private property control theory. It caught the attention of the legal profession. Under the modern theory of protection, however, trusteeship is not as novel as it once was; hence, there is no reason why tribal property is different in terms of federal regulation and control than condominium communities or shareholders of a corporation. The crucial distinction between tribal communities and these entities is that tribal tenure is still distinct from federal tenure and the original natural rights of sovereignty and proprietary power.

It is quite possible to establish a tribal land tenure system based on a leasehold tenure with an ultimate fee residing in the federal government. It is neither mandatory nor necessary that tribal tenurial systems be founded on a freehold tenure in order to be a viable tenurial system. The advantages of a freehold tenure system are that it provides the best form of security for credit and an illusory sense of absolute ownership, which is in effect a powerful incentive to develop the land. The freehold tenure system provides opportunities for large profits, control of land, and symbolic political freedom or social status. But there are obvious disadvantages to a freehold tenure system: the ability to purchase a freehold may entail the exhaustion of capital resources in poor communities or limit the ability to develop the land; the inability to borrow money on freehold property has been a curse to poor communities everywhere; and excessive fractioning of the land also is a concern, especially in communities with an increasing population and limited land. Another problem of freehold tenures concerns the older members of the society and the infirm or crippled members of society. Freehold tenures have always viewed these people as obstacles in the path of progress and have attempted to displace them.

Under a leasehold tenure system, a tribe could, if it desired, ensure economical use of the lands within the reservations, be able to take steps to meet new conditions, and could insist on measures that would improve the tribal lands and natural resources. Adequate security of tenure can be granted, especially under the mandates of the Indian Civil Rights Act. But it is hardly necessary to
observe that many of the arguments against a freehold can be equally valid against very lengthy leases. There is no doubt that the tribes could create a land tenure system of their choice which would meet the needs of the elders and the less fortunate in tribal society.

In any event, under the classic paradigm of tribal title and dominion, the tribes should have the right to formulate their own system of land tenure based on their values and culture. In this situation the Bureau of Indian Affairs or the Department of Interior should play an extremely limited role, if any, in the tribal tenure system. This is not rhetoric nor scapegoating the Bureau, but a matter of economic efficiency and self-determination. The Bureau should allow the tribal governments the maximum latitude in making their own decisions concerning the use of their property. Trusteeship should yield to tribal self-determination.

The limited role of the Bureau is necessary because tribal reservations of aboriginal title are the last remains of land which is not under the federal land tenure until extinguished by voluntary arrangements. Because it is outside the federal land tenure, the power of the federal government should strictly be held to constitutional standards, rather than the plenary power of Congress over its territories. These distinctions are important to tribal development, liberating the tribe from administrative restraints and regulations.

It should always be remembered that the notion of trusteeship is the result of rapid expansion of the governmental interpretation of a very open-ended delegation of power to administrative agencies by Congress in general legislation. The justification for trusteeship is circular and a result of policy rather than principle. Trusteeship is policy oriented. It is purposive in the sense that when the decision about how the administrative agencies determine how to apply a statute to the "best interest" of the Indian people, the decision-making process usually depends on factors that contribute more to national goals than to tribal needs. The history of the land policy is indicative of this instrumentalism in the administrative agencies. But this is also the result of open-ended delegation with vague standards resulting in an ad hoc balancing of interests that resists reduction to general principles.

The tribes have been oppressed by this ad hoc balancing for at least one hundred and fifty years. Now is their opportunity to establish a land tenure system which may result in both economic development and self-determination. Under the classic paradigm, this result could occur; under the modern paradigm, it cannot.
NOTES
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7. Cramer v. United States, 261 U.S. 219 (1923). "[Indian right of occupancy] had in view the original nomadic tribal occupancy, but it is likewise true that in its essential spirit it applies to individual Indian occupancy as well."
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